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Adiabatic bistable evolution of dynamical systems governed
by a Hamiltonian with separatrix crossing
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Adiabatic evolution of a nonlinear resonantly driven dynamical system generic to a variety of
plasma physics problems is studied. The corresponding Hamiltonian, depending on the strength and
frequency of the slowly varying driver, has a variable number of fixed points and the dynamical
system can be bistable due to repeated separatrix crossing in the phase space. It is analytically
shown that the oscillation periods along the “sister” trajectories corresponding to the same value of
the Hamiltonian are equal and the sum of the corresponding areas under them does not depend on
the driver amplitude. As a consequence of that, the Hamiltonian of a bistable system always follows
the same trajectory for an adiabatically varying driver, regardless of whether the system is excited
or left quiescent. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2201927�
Resonant excitation of nonlinear dynamical systems is
one of the most common uniting threads throughout plasma
science. Best known examples include electron cyclotron
resonance heating �ECRH� by radio frequency waves1–5 and
beat-wave excitation of electron plasma waves6–9 in a plasma
beatwave accelerator �PBWA�. Numerous examples also ex-
ist outside of plasma physics. For example, the celestial dy-
namics of a system of planetary satellites10,11 can be reduced
to the generic problem of a nonlinear harmonically driven
pendulum. All these vastly different nonlinear systems can
be described by a generic Hamiltonian �sometimes11 referred
to as the second fundamental model for resonance�:

H�I,�,�� = b���I − c���I2 − a����2Isin � , �1�

where I and � are canonical conjugate variables, and b, c,
and a are slowly varying parameters of the system and
driver. The physical meaning of these variables can be clari-
fied using near-resonant excitation of relativistic plasma
waves by a laser beatwave pulse7 as an example. In the con-
text of a PBWA, � is the relative phase between the excited
plasma wave and the beatwave driver, I is proportional to the
energy of the plasma wave, a��� is proportional to the slowly
varying envelope of the laser beatwave, b=1−�� /� is the
normalized to the electron plasma frequency �p detuning
from the plasma resonance, and c=3/16 is the relativistic
nonlinearity.

Earlier investigations of the Hamiltonian H in Refs. 3,
11, and 12 have revealed an important property of the phase
space associated with it: depending on the values of a, b, and
c, there are either one �elliptic� fixed point, or three �two
elliptic, one hyperbolic� fixed points. The disappearance or
reappearance of fixed points changes the topology of the
phase space. This becomes important for dynamical systems
described by Eq. �1� with slowly varying coefficients. For
example, the nonlinear oscillator can be excited by a driver
with the slowly varying amplitude and frequency. Two ap-

proaches to adiabatic excitation of nonlinear oscillations
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have been theoretically studied. One is the so-called
autoresonant excitation: by slowly varying �or “chirping”�
the driver frequency, the relative frequency detuning b from
the natural frequency of the small-amplitude oscillations can
be swept across the exact resonance b=0. Such an approach
was shown highly effective for the autoresonant excitation of
the plasma waves13,14 by a chirped laser beatwave and for the
ECRH of plasma4,5 in a nonuniform magnetic field. Au-
toresonant excitation does not rely on the topological change
of the phase portrait. The second �bistability� approach, real-
ized when the driver amplitude adiabatically slow evolves
from zero to a certain above-threshold value acr, and then
back to zero, does rely on the topological change of the
phase space at a=acr. When the phase space topology
changes from the one with a single elliptic point to that with
two elliptic points, the system must cross the separatrix and
“choose” �depending on its position in the phase space at the
time of the crossing� to be in one of the two accessible re-
gions of the phase space. The bistability approach has been
used for ECRH in a uniform magnetic field1,2 and for the
beatwave excitation of plasma waves based on relativistic
bistability.7,12

Despite the generic nature of the Hamiltonian H and its
ubiquity, some of its most important properties have not yet
been uncovered. This work fills this gap by demonstrating
two interesting analytic properties of the Hamiltonian. First,
it is shown that in the adiabatic limit, when the bistability
excitation mechanism is used, the value of H at a given am-
plitude a does not depend on the outcome of the separatrix
crossing. The adiabatic limit here implies a vanishingly small
rate of change of the driver, when the nonadiabatic effects
due to separatrix crossing can be neglected.16,17 Specifically,
for driver amplitudes a�acr, there are two “sister” trajecto-
ries corresponding to the same value H�I ,���h�a� and sepa-
rated by the separatrix. Repeated separatrix crossings, due to
varying driver a���, can result in switching from one “sister”
trajectory to another, or in staying on the same “sister” tra-

jectory. Nevertheless, in either case, the value of the Hamil-
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tonian is the same and determined only by the driver strength
for given initial condition. This important property was noted
without proof7 in the context of the excitation of a large
amplitude relativistic plasma wave by a laser-driven beat-
wave. Except being fundamentally interesting, this property
can be of great help for a practical calculation. For example,
the magnitude of the plasma wake behind the laser pulse
��w→ +�, a��w�=0� can be easily calculated in an adiabatic
limit by solving a simple algebraic equation H�I ,� ,a��w��
=hinini, where hinini the initial value of Hamiltonian for �ini

=−� �for initially quiescent plasma hini=0�. This property
can be similarly applied to the case of adiabatic ECRH of the
plasma. Second, it is shown that the periods of motion along
the two “sister” trajectories are identically equal.

We start by reviewing the basic properties of the phase
portrait of the dynamical system governed by the Hamil-
tonian H with the constant coefficients a ,b, and c�0. A
particle representing the dynamical system moves according
to the Hamilton’s equations:

dI/d� = − �H/��, d�/d� = �H/�I . �2�

The phase space trajectories in the I ,� plane are the constant
energy contours H�I ,��=h. For b�0 and 0�a�acr there
are three fixed points �dI /d�=0,d� /d�=0�: two stable ellip-
tic points �classified according to the value of I as upper and
lower� and one unstable hyperbolic point. With a replace-
ment I=u2 /2, the hyperbolic uh and the lower elliptic ul

points are given by �=� /2 and, correspondingly, the largest
and smallest non-negative roots of the cubic equation bu
−cu3−a sin � /2=0. For the upper elliptic point �=3� /2 and
uup is the non-negative root of bu−cu3−a sin 3� /2=0. The
critical driver amplitude acr corresponds to merger and anni-
hilation of the hyperbolic and lower elliptic points, and is
given by acr=2/3�b3 /3c. A typical phase portrait for c
=3/16, b=0.05, and a=0.0085�acr�0.01 is shown in Fig.
1. Phase space trajectories corresponding to H�I ,��=h are
labeled according to the value of h. Because b�0 and a
�acr, there are two elliptic and one hyperbolic fixed point in
Fig. 1. Trajectory “4” �lower� belongs to the basin of the
lower elliptic point while trajectories “1–3” are in the basin
of the upper elliptic point. Trajectories “4” �upper� and “5”
are the open trajectories encompassing both elliptic points.
For certain values of h in the H�ul ,� /2 ,a��h
�H�uh ,� /2 ,a� range there are two “sister” trajectories sat-
isfying H�I ,� ,a�=h exemplified by the trajectories “4.” One
�upper� trajectory is open and the other �lower� trajectory
oscillates around the lower elliptic point ul. The separatrix
passing through the hyperbolic point and satisfying H�u ,��
=H�uh ,� /2� consists of two branches. The lower branch
separates the basins of the lower and upper elliptic points.
The upper branch separates the basin of the upper elliptic
point from the region of open trajectories, or the region
where trajectories rotate around all fixed points. Separatrix
disappears for a	acr.

Having reviewed the relevant features of the phase por-
traits of the dynamical system described by the stationary
H�I ,��, we prove a rather remarkable property of the “sister”

trajectories: their oscillation periods are identically equal,
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T1�h� = T2�h� , �3�

where 1 and 2 label, respectively, the lower and the upper
trajectories. Equation �3� hold for any values of a, b, and c
for which “sister” trajectories exist. Equality �3� is proven by
integration of the Eq. �4�, obtained by expressing a cos �
from H�I ,� ,a�=h and substituting it into Eq. �2�:

dI/dt = ± �2Ia2 − �h − bI + cI2�2. �4�

To simplify Eq. �4� we introduce the turning points I1� I2

� I3� I4 such that I1� I� I2 for the lower trajectory and
I3� I� I4 for the upper trajectory. I1 , I2 , I3, and I4 are found
as roots of the quatric equation

0 = 2Ia2 − �h − bI + cI2�2 � c2�I4 − I��I3 − I��I2 − I��I − I1� ,

�5�

and the oscillation periods are found as

T1 =
2

c
�

I1

I2 dI
��I4 − I��I3 − I��I2 − I��I − I1�

, �6�

for the lower trajectory, and

T2 =
2

c
�

I3

I4 dI
��I4 − I��I3 − I��I2 − I��I − I1�

, �7�

for the upper trajectory. Simple algebraic manipulations18 re-
sult in

T1 = T2 �
4

c��I4 − I2��I3 − I1�
K	 �I4 − I3��I2 − I1�

�I4 − I2��I3 − I1�
 , �8�

where K�m� is the complete elliptic integral18 of the first
kind. To our knowledge, this simple property of the equal
energy �“sister”� trajectories has never been shown. Later we
use Eq. �3� to prove an important property of the Hamil-
tonian H with slowly varying driver amplitude a���.

When the Hamiltonian evolves adiabatically in time, any
given phase space trajectory is deformed so as to preserve its

15

FIG. 1. �Color online� Constant energy contours �solid lines� H�I ,��=hi

labeled by their index i: “1”—h1=7
10−3, “2”—h2=2
10−3, “3”—h3

=−4
10−4, “4”—h4=−7.5
10−4, and “5”—h5=−5
10−3. Red dashed
line: separatrix; large black dot: the hyperbolic point; smaller red dots: upper
and lower elliptic points. Note that there are two “sister” trajectories corre-
sponding to h4. Parameters of the Hamiltonian: a=0.0085, b=0.05, and c
=3/16.
adiabatic invariant,
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J =
2

2�
�

Imin

Imax

I
d�

dI
dI =

1

2�
�

Imin

Imax h + I�b − 3cI�
�2a2I − �h + I�− b + cI��2

,

�9�

where Imin and Imax are the minimal and maximal values of I
for the particle trajectory, and the J= 1

2� � I d� integral is
taken in the direction of the phase flow. The two “sister”
trajectories change so as to remain the solutions of the
H�u ,� ,��=h1,2��� and also to conserve the corresponding
adiabatic invariants J1,2= 1

2� � I d�. For fixed b and c actions,
J1,2�J1,2�h ,a� are functions of slowly evolving driver am-
plitude a. Remarkably, h1���=h2���, as shown later.

If the system undergoes separatrix crossing at �=�s, then
at that moment the lower and upper “sister” trajectories co-
incide with the lower and upper branches of the separatrix
and become a constant energy contour, H�Is��� ,� ,�s�=hs.
Actions J1,2��s� can be easily computed, noting that the sepa-
ratrix passes through the hyperbolic point �Is ,�s=� /2� and
expressing the Hamiltonian hs and driver as through Is as
as=�2Is�b−2cIs� and hs=bIs−cIs

2−as
�2Is:

J1 = −
1

2�
�

I1

Is b/c − 3�I + Is�
��I2 − I��I − I1�

dI �10�

for the lower separatrix branch and

J2 =
1

2�
�

Is

I2 b/c − 3�I + Is�
��I2 − I��I − I1�

dI �11�

for the upper branch of the separatrix. Here I2=b /c− Is

+2�Is�b−2cIs� /c and I1=b /c− Is−2�Is�b−2cIs� /c are the
highest and lowest points on the separatrix, correspondingly.
Equations �10� and �11� can be simplified18 to

J1
�s� =

b

2c
−

3

2c�
��b − 2cIs��6cIs − b�

−
b

2c�
sin−1	 1

2cIs

��b − 2cIs��6cIs − b�
 , �12�

and

J2
�s� = −

b

2c
−

3

2c�
��b − 2cIs��6cIs − b�

−
b

2c�
sin−1	 1

2cIs

��b − 2cIs��6cIs − b�
 . �13�

From Eqs. �13� and �14�, it follows that

�J�hs�a�,a� � J1�hs�a�,a� − J2�hs�a�,a� = b/c . �14�

Because J1
�s��0 and J2

�s��0, the geometric interpretation of
Eq. �14� is that the sum of the areas enclosed by the lower
and upper branches of the separatrix is equal to 2�b /c �3 and
10�. Note, that for fixed b and c, separatrix actions J1,2

�s�

�J1,2
�s� �a� and hs�a� are functions of the slowly evolving

driver amplitude a through Is�a�.
Using Eq. �3� of the equality of oscillation periods along

the “sister” trajectories and the relationship between the adia-
batic invariant and the oscillation period, T1,2�h ,a�

=2� �J1,2 /�h �Ref. 15�, we obtain �J�h ,a��J1�h ,a�
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−J2�h ,a�=C�a� for all values of h, where C�a� is a function
of a. Using Eq. �14� as a “boundary condition,” and the fact
that hs�a� is a properly defined function for all a�acr, we
obtain C�a��b /c. The above proof and notations implied
that a is a variable and b ,c are constants. Clearly, the proof
can be generalized to express an important property of the
adiabatic invariants of the “sister” trajectories valid for any
energy h and any set of parameters a ,b ,c for which those
trajectories exist:

J1�h,a,b,c� − J2�h,a,b,c� = b/c . �15�

Equation �15� is an important generalization of Eq. �14� and
is employed later to demonstrate that when the driver ampli-
tude a��� varies adiabatically with time, and the dynamical
system crosses the separatrix, the system always ends up on
one of the two “sister” trajectories. The implication of this is
that the energy of the system is determined only by the in-
stantaneous value of a and its initial adiabatic invariant J0,
but not by the particular path taken by the system. The spe-
cific path determines on which of the two “sister” trajectories
the system ends up and, therefore, the final value of its adia-
batic invariant. It does not affect the value of the Hamil-
tonian, h�h�a ,J0�. To prove this statement, note that the
adiabatic change of a implies that the values of the adiabatic
invariants of the two “sister” trajectories H�I ,� ,��=h do not
change. From J�h ,a�1,2=Const1,2, it follows that

dh1,2

da
= −

�J1,2

�a � �J1,2

�h
. �16�

From Eq. �15�, it immediately follows that �J1 /�h=�J2 /�h
and �J1 /�a=�J2 /�a because the rhs of Eq. �15� is indepen-
dent of h and a. Finally, combining these equalities with
Eq. �16� implies that the rates of change of the Hamiltonian
with varying driver amplitude a are the same for both “sis-
ter” trajectories:

dh1/da = dh2/da . �17�

Therefore, if at some time � two particles occupy “sister”
trajectories, they will remain on the equal-energy �“sister”�
trajectory for as long as a��� is changing adiabatically.

To be specific, assume that the system initially resides on
the lower “sister” trajectory. Consider a driver amplitude in-
creasing past the certain value as for which the system
crosses the separatrix into the basin of the upper elliptic
point. When the driver amplitude reaches the maximum and
decreases again to a=as, the system crosses the separatrix
again from the basin of the upper elliptic point. It can now
end up either on its initial �lower� trajectory, or on its “sister”
upper trajectory. From that point on, the system remains on
the chosen trajectory for a�as. Neglecting small nonconser-
vation of the adiabatic invariant during the separatrix
crossing,16,17,19 we conclude from Eq. �17� that the Hamil-
tonian of the system remains the same regardless of whether
it returns back to its initial trajectory, or is excited into the
“sister” trajectory.

To confirm these analytic predictions, we have numeri-
cally integrated Eq. �2� with the variable driver amplitude

2 2 5
a���=am exp�−� /�L�, where am=0.03�as and �L=5
10 .
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In Fig. 2 the slow amplitudes u��� and the Hamiltonians h���
corresponding to the initial amplitude uinini=0.3 and two ini-
tial phases �=0 and �=3� /2, are plotted. Clearly, the
Hamiltonian evolves in the same way along the trajectories
that correspond to the same initial value hini=h�uini�, even if
these trajectories diverge after a bifurcation: the trajectory
with �inini=3� /2 acquires the final amplitude much larger
than initial u��= + � ��uini and the trajectory with �ini=0
returns to its initial value u��= + � �=uini. For nonvanishing
1/�L, the difference between the Hamiltonians corresponding
to these two initial phases is due16,17 to the finite rate of the
driver evolution. The adiabatic approach is applicable for
T1,2d  ln a  /d��1. An order of magnitude estimate results in
�L�2� /b.

Note that the property of our Hamiltonian to remain the
same after a bifurcation is a particular property of our system
for the case of adiabatically varying driver a���. Consider a
slow varying detuning b���=0.1−0.1 exp�−�2 /�L

2�, with �L

=5
105 and constant driver amplitude a=0.02. It is seen
from Fig. 3, where the slow amplitudes u��� and the Hamil-
tonians h��� for the same hini but two different �ini are plot-
ted, that the values of the Hamiltonian after the bifurcation
do not coincide. This is because the rhs of Eq. �15� depends
on b and the equation similar to Eq. �16� yields dh1 /db
�dh2 /db.

In conclusion, a specific nonlinear Hamiltonian, exhibit-
ing separatrix crossing, is analyzed. The Hamiltonian has a
variable number of fixed points and can have the “sister”

FIG. 2. �Color online� The slow amplitude u��� and the Hamiltonian H���
along the trajectories u��� ,���� with different initial conditions for adiabati-
cally varying diver a���.
trajectories �multitrajectory solutions of H�I ,��=h�, depend-
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ing on the values of its parameters. The bistable evolution of
the resulting dynamical system is analyzed and it is analyti-
cally shown that periods of oscillations along the “sister”
trajectories are equal, and the sum of corresponding areas
under them does not depend on the driver amplitude. As a
result, in the adiabatic limit the Hamiltonian changes in the
same way regardless of the multiple separatrix crossing of
the system.
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